You Discover Truth
GODchats James Chapter 4:1-5
Read James 4:1-5 asking the who, what, where, when, why and how questions.
	
  
	
  
What does James ask?
1 What is the WHAT?
What is the source
of WHAT?
of quarrels
and
WHAT else?
conflicts
WHERE?
among you?
(THINK:

Remember what the result of worldly wisdom is back in Ch. 3?)

WHAT is the source of quarrels and conflicts among you?
Is not the source
WHOSE?
your
WHAT?
pleasures
that WHAT?
that wage war

WHERE?
in your members?
2 WHO?
You
You WHAT?
lust
(THINK:

Remember what you learned about lust in Ch.1? What does lust lead to?)

and
You WHAT?
You do not have;
WHAT is the result?
so you commit murder.
(THINK: Do those of the faith commit murder?)
WHO?
You
You are WHAT?
are envious
(THINK:

Remember what you learned about envious in Ch. 3? It is the root of what?)

and
You WHAT?
cannot obtain;
WHAT is the result?
so you fight
and

WHAT else?
quarrel.
WHO?
You
You WHAT?
do not have
WHY do you not have?
because you do not ask.
(THINK:
Do you remember what we are to ask for in Ch 1? How is God's wisdom
described in Ch 3?)

3 WHO?
You
You WHAT?
ask
and
WHAT happens?
do not receive,
WHY does a person
not receive?
because you ask
HOW?
with wrong motives,
WHAT are the wrong motives?

so that you may spend
spend WHAT?
it
(What is the 'it'?)
spend HOW?
on
spend on WHOSE?
your
WHAT?
pleasures.

4 WHAT does James call these people?
You adulteresses,
WHAT do these not know?
do you not know
that friendship
with WHO? WHAT?
with the world
(

Do you remember what the command was in Jam 1:27 regarding the world?)
IS WHAT?
is hostility
toward WHO?
toward God?

Therefore (

Did you recognize this Term of Conclusion?)

WHAT does James conclude?
WHO?
whoever
whoever WHAT?
wishes
wishes WHAT?
to be a friend
a friend of WHAT?
of the world
WHAT is true of this one who wishes to be a friend of the world?
WHAT does he/she make themselves to be?
makes himself an enemy
of WHO?
of God.
(THINK: Are those of faith enemies of God?)

5 WHY are these people enemies of God?
Or do WHO?
Or do you
you WHAT?
think
WHAT?
that the Scripture
WHAT?
speaks to no purpose:

WHAT does the Scripture speak?
“WHO?
He (Who is He?)
WHAT?
jealously desires
WHO?
the Spirit
WHAT did He (God) do?
which He (God)
WHAT?
made
WHO?
the Spirit
WHAT?
to dwell
WHERE did He make the Spirit to dwell?
in us?

